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Abstract: The use of many distributed, heterogeneous resources as a large collective resource offers
great potential and has become an increasingly popular idea. A key issue for these Grid platforms
is middleware scalability and how middleware services can best be mapped to the resource platform
structure. Optimizing deployment is a difficult problem with no existing, general solutions. In this paper
we address a simpler sub-problem: how to carry out an adapted deployment on a cluster with hundreds
of nodes? Efficient use of clusters alone or as part of the Grid is an important issue.
We present a deployment model that predicts the maximum throughput of each element of a deploy-
ment. Our deployment construction algorithm uses this model to automatically create a mapping of
middleware elements onto resources with the goal of maximizing throughput. We apply our approach to
automatically deploy a distributed Problem Solving Environment (PSE) on a homogeneous cluster envi-
ronment. We present experiments comparing the automatically-generated deployment against a number
of other reasonable deployments.
Key-words: Deployment, Cluster, Middleware, Modeling
This text is also available as a research report of the Laboratoire de l’Informatique du Parallélisme http://www.ens-
lyon.fr/LIP.
Planification de Déploiement Automatique d’Intergiciel sur
Grappes
Résumé : L’utilisation de plusieurs ressources hétérogènes distribuées comme une seule et même
ressource offre un grand potentiel et est une idée de plus en plus répandue. L’approche la plus célèbre
répondant à cette idée sont les plates-formes de type Grille. Un des problèmes pour la gestion de ces grilles
reste l’extensibilité des intergiciels sous-jacent mais également comment associer les services rendus par
l’intergiciel avec la structure matérielle de la plate-forme. L’optimisation du déploiement est un problème
difficile pour lequel il n’existe pas de solution générique. Dans ce papier nous nous intéressons à un sous-
problème: comment trouver un déploiement performant sur une grappe de plusieurs centaines de nœuds
? On vise une utilisation efficace de l’ensemble de la grappe seule ou en tant qu’élément d’une grille.
À ces fins, nous proposons un modèle pour le déploiement qui prédit le débit maximum de chaque
élément déployé. Notre algorithme de construction de déploiement utilise ce modèle pour créer automa-
tiquement la projection des éléments de l’intergiciel sur les ressources avec pour objectif de maximiser
le débit total. Nous appliquons notre approche pour automatiser le déploiement d’un environnement
de résolution de problème (PSE) sur un environnement de type grappe. Enfin, nous présentons les
expériences qui comparent le déploiement généré automatiquement avec quelques déploiements qu’un
utilisateur pourrait envisager.
Mots-clés : Déploiement, Grappes, Intergiciel, Modélisation
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1 Introduction
Due to the scale of Grid platforms, as well as the geographical localization of resources, middleware
approaches should be distributed to provide scalability and adaptability. Much work has focused on
the design and implementation of distributed middleware. To benefit most from such approaches, an
appropriate mapping of middleware components to the distributed resource environment is needed. How-
ever, while middleware designers often note that this problem of deployment planning is an important
problem, few solutions for efficient and automatic deployment exist. In other words, questions such as
“which resources should be used?”, “how many resources should be used” and “should the fastest and
best-connected resource be used for middleware or as a computational resource?” remain difficult to
answer.
Before deploying on the scale of the Grid, the first problem encountered by users is “how to manage
an adapted deployment on a cluster with tens to hundreds of nodes?” While the homogeneous properties
of such a platform tend to simplify many aspects of the problem, this article will show that the task is
not as simple as it appears. Moreover, given the popularity of resource reservation mechanisms (Condor,
PBS, OAR, etc) on clusters, the task can be dynamic even within a cluster.
The main goal of this paper is to provide an automated approach to deployment planning that
provides a good deployment on homogeneous cluster environments. We focus on hierarchically distributed
middleware approaches and we consider that a “good” deployment is one that maximizes throughput.
We present a model for the throughput of each element of the hierarchy. This model is used by our
deployment planning algorithm that defines an optimal hierarchy whereby the number of children at
each level is given by a real-valued solution. We then apply an integer approximation to obtain a
realisable hierarchy. We also present several algorithms that allow us to obtain a deployment under
limited resource conditions.
We use a distributed Problem Solving Environment (PSE) as a test case for our approach. This PSE,
the Distributed Interactive Engineering Toolbox (DIET) [13], uses a hierarchical arrangement of agents
and servers to provide a scalable, high-throughput scheduling service. In [13], the authors showed that
if a simple star deployment is used for DIET the centralized agent can become a bottleneck. We apply
our approach to find an appropriate hierarchical deployment of this middleware.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on the subject of
deployment and deployment planning. In Section 3 the architectural model is presented and a deployment
performance model is developed based on steady-state operation. Section 4 describes our algorithm for
deployment construction and provides two algorithms that can be used to utilize the exact number of
nodes available in the cluster. Section 5 gives an overview of DIET and describes how we applied the
given model to the deployment of DIET. Section 6 presents some experiments that validate this work.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and describes future work.
2 Related Work
A deployment is the distribution of a common platform and middleware across many resources. Deploy-
ment can be broadly divided in two categories: system deployment and software deployment. Software
deployment maps and distributes a collection of software components on a set of resources. Software
deployment includes activities such as releasing, configuring, installing, updating, adapting, de-installing,
and even de-releasing a software system. Modern software systems are increasing the complexity of these
tasks as more sophisticated architectural models, such as systems of systems and coordinated distributed
systems, become commonplace. Many tools have been developed for software deployment; examples
include ManageSoft [1], FootPrints Software Deployment [2], Software Dock [17], SmartFrog [3], and
Ant [16].
ManageSoft [1] is a dynamic software deployment and management solution for desktops, servers, and
mobile devices. The ManageSoft client-centric architecture enables rapid and reliable software distribu-
tion across any network including the Internet. With automatic installation and self-healing, unlimited
scalability, and web-based status reporting, ManageSoft provides ongoing savings long after initial deploy-
ment. It’s the way to deploy, update, and manage software on Windows, Linux, UNIX, and Macintosh
devices.
FootPrints Software Deployment [2] distributes software to every computer in an organization. It
outfits and configures workstations, laptops and servers to organizations’ software standards and policies.
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Utilizing New Boundary’s Prism Deploy [4] technology, set up computers the way they should be to ensure
maximum control and security of the network environment quickly and easily. The Prism Deploy helps
to keep them configured that way automatically no matter what accidental or unauthorized changes end
users may make.
The Software Dock [18] is a system of loosely coupled, cooperating, distributed components. The
Software Dock support software producers by providing the release dock that acts as a repository of
software system releases. The Software Dock employs agents that travel from release docks to field docs
in order to perform specific software deployment tasks while docked at a field dock.
SmartFrog [3] is a technology for describing distributed software systems as collections of cooperating
components, and then activating and managing them. It was developed at HP Labs in Bristol, in the
UK. The core SmartFrog framework is released under LGPL.
Distributed Ant [16] extends the Ant [26] build file environment to provide a flexible procedural
deployment description and implements a set of deployment services. It fills a gap in end user support in
Grid middleware and provides a dedicated secure mechanism for decentralized application deployment.
System deployment involves two steps, physical and logical. In physical deployment all hardware is
assembled (network, CPU, power supply etc), whereas logical deployment is organizing and naming whole
cluster nodes as master, slave, etc. As deploying systems can be a time consuming and cumbersome task,
tools such as Deployment Toolkit [6] and Kadeploy [22] have been developed to facilitate this process.
DELL Deployment Toolkit [6] provides a suite of enabling technologies for PowerEdge servers designed
to help with pre-operating system configuration, remote server deployment or re-provisioning. The
Deployment Toolkit provides the flexibility and control to leverage organization’s remote deployment
policies and practices.
Kadeploy [22] is a deploying tool to allow the deployment of multiple computing environment on
every node, without compromising the original system/boot sector. The environment to be deployed can
either already exist and be registered in the database or already exist but not be registered or neither
exist nor be registered. The deployment system is composed of several tools or commands whose aim is
the execution of all the needed actions to carry out deployments and other administrative tasks.
Although these toolkits can automate many of the tasks associated with deployment, they do not
automate the decision process of finding an appropriate mapping of task to resource so that the best
performance can be achieved from the system.
In [11] we presented a decision builder tool to analyze existing hierarchical deployments, use math-
ematical models to identify the bottleneck node, and remove the bottleneck by adding resources in the
appropriate area of the system. The solution presented was iterative and heuristic in nature; the current
work provides a direct analytical method that provides an optimal real-valued solution with an integer
approximation.
In [21], software components based on the CORBA component model are automatically deployed on
the computational Grid. The CORBA component model contains a deployment model that specifies
how a particular component can be installed, configure and launched on a machine. The authors note a
strong need for deployment planning algorithms, but to date they have focused on other aspects of the
system. Our work is thus perfectly complementary; a collaboration has already been planned to test our
algorithms with their deployment approach.
Optimizing deployment is an evolving field. In [19], the authors propose an algorithm called Sikitei to
address the Component Placement Problem (CPP). This work leverages existing AI planning techniques
and the specific characteristics of CPP. In [20] the Sikitei approach is extended to allow optimization
of resource consumption and consideration of plan costs. The Sikitei approach focuses on satisfying
component constraints for effective placement, but does not consider detailed but sometimes important
performance issues such as the effect of the number of connections on a component’s performance.
The Pegasus System [10] frames workflow planning for the Grid as a planning problem. The approach
is interesting for overall planning when one can consider the individual elements as composable with no
performance consideration. Our work is more narrowly focused on a specific style of assembly and
interaction between components and has a correspondingly more accurate view of performance to guide
the deployment decision process.
The middleware deployment model that we present in this article is different from above mentioned
tools and systems. Our model deploy middleware on PCs like software deployment and specify the
connectivity between the nodes like logical system deployment. Our model specify the way to construct
a platform from homogeneous distributed systems and also tells which type of hierarchy will be good for
specific type of computation intensive problems.
INRIA
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3 Steady-state modeling for hierarchical systems
We consider the steady-state scheduling techniques [9, 8] for our model because we are interested in
maximizing steady-state throughput. In steady-state techniques, the performance of the startup and
shutdown phases are not considered. The initial integer formulation is replaced by a continuous or
rational formulation. The precise ordering and allocation of tasks and messages are not required, at least
in the first step. The main idea is to characterize the activity of each resource during each time-unit.
3.1 Architectural Model
The target architectural framework is represented by a weighted graph G = (V,E,w,C). Each
Pi ∈ V represents a computing resource with computing power wi, meaning that node Pi execute
wi MFlop/second (so bigger the wi, the faster the computing resource Pi and wi = 0 is not possible
since it would permit node Pi to have no computing power). There are one or more client nodes Pc that
generate requests for the system. Each link Pi → Pj is labelled by the bandwidth value Ci,j in Mb/s.
Nodes can be divided in two types, agents and servers. Agents are the nodes that coordinate incoming
requests and communicate the requests to the appropriate servers; examples could include scheduling
computation requests in a remote procedure call system or providing load balancing between servers in
a web server farm. Servers provide services to clients; examples could include providing computational
services in a remote procedure call system or responding to web requests as part of a web server farm.
If responses are generated by the servers the agents may coordinate the response.
The size of the request generated by the client is Sini and the size of the reply request created by each
node is Souti . The measuring unit of these quantities is MB/request. The amount of computation needed
by Pi ∈ A (A is a set of agents) to process one incoming request is denoted by W
in
i and the amount of
computation needed by Pi ∈ A to merge the reply requests of its children is denoted by W
out
i . In short
W outi is the time needed for sorting the servers. W
XSer
i is the amount of computation needed by Pi ∈ S
(S is a set of servers) for Xser service.
3.2 Steady State Operation
Our objective is to generate a best hierarchy from the available number of nodes so as to get maximum
throughput. Throughput is the maximum number of requests that can be completed in a time step.
The main focus for constructing the hierarchy is the maximum throughput of each node, where this
throughput may depend on the number of children a node is supporting in the hierarchy. The overall
throughput of the system depends on the bandwidth of the links, message size of requests, time spent
computing by each node on each request, and the computing power of the nodes. Therefore, we have the
following constraints:
Computation resource for agents: αini denotes the number of incoming requests (requests from
clients) processed by Pi during one time-unit (we take one time-unit to be one second). Note that α
in
i is
not necessarily an integer, it may be a rational. In a similar way, αouti is the number of outgoing requests
(e.g. selection of the best server based on the reply packets) computed during one time-unit by the
node Pi. In steady-state, there is a corresponding reply for each incoming request and α
in
i must equal
αouti . Thus, we can consider only αi, the overall throughput of the sub-tree rooted at Pi. The following
equation states that the sub-tree throughput can not be larger than the throughput of the agent.
∀Pi ∈ A : αi ≤
wi
W ini + W
out
i
(1)
So we re-organize Equation (1) to represent the number of requests computed by an agent as
Nodecompi in Equation (2).
Nodecompi ≤
wi
W ini + W
out
i
,∀Pi ∈ A (2)
Communication resources: Depending on the physical network, network bandwidth on a single
link is either shared by incoming and outgoing data or bandwidth is fully duplex. Depending on the
type of bandwidth utilization either of the two equations represented as Equation (3) will be used to
calculated the number of requests transmitted per time-unit along each link Pi ↔ Pj .
∀Pi → Pj : Commreq ≤
Ci,j
Sini + S
out
j
|| Commreq = min(
Ci,j
Sini
,
Ci,j
Soutj
) (3)
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Server computation constraints: The number of requests that can be calculated by a Pi ∈ S in
a time step is given by Equation (4).
Servercomp ≤
wi
WXseri
,∀Pi ∈ S (4)
4 Deployment construction
The maximum nodes that can be connected to another node without making it bottleneck can be calcu-
lated from the above constraints.
Number of servers supported by an agent: MSPA (Maximum Servers Per Agent) represents
the maximum number of servers that can be supported by a node Pi ∈ A.
MSPA =
Nodecompi
min(Servercomp, Commreq)
(5)
Number of agents supported by another agent: The maximum number of agents of that can
be added to another agent is given as MAPA (Maximum Agents Per Agent). The MAPA value for
agents at a particular level in the hierarchy l depends on number of requests processed per second by
each agent at level l+1. The calculation of MAPA must therefore be done for each level of the hierarchy;
no more levels can be added when MAPA < 3 since there can be no benefit to adding levels.
MAPAl =
Nodecompl
min(Nodecompl+1 , Commreq)
, Pl, Pl+1 ∈ A (6)
As mentioned earlier the throughput of the platform can be a rational, so the values of MAPA and
MSPA are not necessarily integers, they could be rational too. To make these values integers we use
either round up or round down. The simple method that we consider is according to the available number
of nodes. If we have enough available nodes we round up, otherwise we round down.
We consider l to be the number of levels in the hierarchy between the top-level agent and the servers.
For example, l = 0 is the minimal hierarchy of an agent with servers. The total number of nodes required
for the best hierarchy, n req, can be calculated as follows.
n req =
l∑
k=0
MAPAk + MAPAl × MSPA (7)
The hierarchy is constructed using Algorithm 1. This algorithm uses Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3
to use no more than the number of available nodes.
5 Model implementation
To organize the nodes in an efficient manner and use the nodes’ power efficiently is out of the scope of
end users. That is why end-users have to rely on specialized middleware, like Problem Solving Envi-
ronments (PSE), for their applications on such platforms. Such middleware, like NetSolve [7], Ninf [24]
or DIET [13], already exist and are commonly called Network Enabled Server (NES) environments [23].
We illustrate our model by applying the results to an existing hierarchical PSE called DIET.
5.1 DIET overview
The Distributive Interactive Engineering Toolbox is developed at the Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon
and is available at http://graal.ens-lyon.fr/DIET. Figure 1 gives a general view of DIET. DIET is built
around five main components. The Client is an application that uses DIET to solve problems in a
RPCS mode. The hierarchy of scheduling agents is composed of a single Master Agent and zero
or more Local Agents (LA). The MA is the entry point of the DIET environment and thus receives
all computation requests from clients. The MA forwards service requests onto servers, collects their
computation abilities from their responses, selects the best server, and forwards the server reference
back to the client according to some scheduling heuristics (dead-line scheduling, shortest completion
time first, minimization of the requests throughput, . . . ). The LAs transmit requests and information
between the MA and the servers. The hierarchy of LAs can provide scalability and adaptation to diverse
network environments. For additional flexibility, peer-to-peer technology is used in DIET to provide
INRIA
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1: calculate MSPA using Equation (5)
2: l=0, n req=0
3: while n req < n do
4: calculate MAPAl using Equation (6)
5: n reqlow = n req
6: calculate n req using Equation (7)
7: l++
8: l −− , n reqhigh = n req
9: if (n − n reqlow) > (n reqhigh − n) then
10: call Make Hierarchy
11: call Node Removal Algorithm 2 with extra nodes = n reqhigh − n
12: else
13: l −−
14: call Make Hierarchy
15: call Node Addition Algorithm 3 with extra nodes = n − n reqlow
Procedure: Make Hierarchy
1: while l > 0 do
2: add MAPAl agents to lowest level agent
3: l −−
4: add MSPA servers to lowest level agent
Algorithm 1: Construction Algorithm
clients with access to multiple hierarchies. In this paper we consider the deployment of a single DIET
hierarchy. The information stored on an LA is the list of requests and the number of servers that can
solve a given problem and information about the data distributed in this subtree. Depending on the
underlying network topology, a hierarchy of LAs may be deployed between an MA and the bottom LAs.
The scheduling and the gathering of information is distributed in the tree. Server Daemons (SeD)
provide a variety of computational services. These services are declared by the SeD to its parent LA.
For instance it can be located on the entry point of a parallel computer.
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Figure 1: General view of DIET.
The information stored on an SeD is a list of the data available on its server (with their distribution
and the way to access them), the list of problems that can be solved on it, and all information concerning
its load (memory available, number of resources available, . . . ). A SeD can give performance prediction
for a given problem using the performance evaluation module FAST [25, 15]. Finally, computation in
interactive mode are executed by a federation of Computational Resource Daemons located on the
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1: while (extra nodes > 0) do
2: if extra nodes < MSPA then
3: remove extra nodes from the one of the bottom agents. Exit
4: else if (extra nodes == MSPA || extra nodes == MSPA + 1 ) then
5: remove one bottom agent with all its servers. Exit
6: else
7: remove agent = extra nodes mod MSPA
8: if remove agent > (MAPAl × MSPA) + MAPAl then
9: remove MAPAl agents with all its servers.
10: add MSPA /* servers to the agent that now have neither agent nor server connected to it*/
11: left nodes = extra nodes − ((MAPAl × MSPA) + MAPAl) + MSPA
12: extra nodes = left nodes
13: else
14: remove remove agent agents with all its servers
15: left nodes = extra nodes − ((remove agent × MSPA) + remove agent)
16: extra nodes = left nodes
Algorithm 2: Node Removal Algorithm
1: while (extra nodes > 1) do
2: if all bottom-level agents have maximum number of servers then
3: add one node to the bottom agent
4: add parent servers as his servers
5: extra nodes −−
6: else
7: if extra nodes ≤ MSPA then
8: add one agent to the agent having child agents < MAPA
9: add extra nodes − 1 servers to this newly added agent. Exit
10: else
11: add agent = extra nodes mod MSPA
12: if extra nodes ≥ add agent + add agent × MSPA then
13: while (add agent > 0) do
14: add one agent to the agent having child agents < MAPA
15: add MSPA servers to this new added agent
16: add agent −−
17: extra nodes = extra nodes − add agent + add agent × MSPA
18: else
19: add agent −−
20: go to line 13
Algorithm 3: Node Addition Algorithm
INRIA
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MAMA
LA LA LA
LA
LA
LA
MA MA MA
(3) (4) (5)
Client
MA
(1) (2)
Figure 2: Deployment ordering for a DIET system.
different processors of a parallel server. A batch approach can also be used and the computation requests
are sent to the batch system directly by the Server Daemon. Figure 2 shows each step of initialization
in the DIET system. The architecture is built in hierarchical order with each component connecting to
its parent.
5.2 Model with DIET
We make some assumptions to use DIET for model validation. The MA and LA are considered as having
the same performance because we observed only negligible differences in their performance. We assume
that an agent can connect either agents or servers but not both and that the root of the tree is always
an MA. Thus all clients will submit their request to the DIET hierarchy through one MA.
When client requests are sent to the agent hierarchy, DIET is optimized such that large data items like
matrices are not included in the problem parameter descriptions (only their sizes are included). These
large data items are included only in the final request for computation from client to server. Since we
are primarily interested in modeling throughput for the agent hierarchy as an example of a hierarchical
middleware system, we assume that large data items are already in-place on the server.
6 Experimental results
In this section we present experiments designed to test the ability of our deployment model to correctly
identify good real-world deployments. In Section 6.1 the experimental design and the corresponding
parameterization of our deployment model are presented. Section 6.2 presents experiments testing the
accuracy of our deployment performance model; the accuracy of this model is key to providing confidence
in the deployment algorithms. These algorithms are tested in Section 6.3 with experiments comparing
the performance of the best deployment identified by our deployment algorithms against the performance
of other intuitive deployments.
In this section we present experiments designed to test the accuracy of our performance models for
hierarchical deployments (Section 6.2) and the ability of our deployment optimization algorithms to
identify deployments that are appropriate to a given resource environment and workload (Section 6.3).
The next section describes the experimental design.
6.1 Experimental design
Software: DIET is used for all deployed agents and servers. The deployment arrangements are defined
according to experimental goals and will be described in the following sections. Once a deployment has
been chosen, GoDIET [12] is used to perform the actual software deployment. The desired hierarchical
arrangement of agents and servers is defined in an XML file; GoDIET reads this file, generates and
distributes all needed DIET configuration files, launches first agents and then servers in an appropriate
hierarchical order, and manages cleanup of all processes after the experiment is finished. DIET is written
in C++ and CORBA and GoDIET is written in Java. We used development versions of both packages
for these experiments; however, stable versions of both software packages are publicly available [5].
Job types: Since our performance model and deployment approach focus on maximizing steady-state
throughput, our experiments focus on testing the maximum sustained throughput provided by different
RR n
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deployments. As an initial study we consider dgemm, a simple matrix multiplication provided as part of
the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) package [14]. All servers in our test deployments provide
the dgemm service and all clients request this service. Furthermore, for each specific throughput test we
use a single problem size.
Workload: Measuring the maximum throughput of a system is non-trivial: if too little load is intro-
duced the maximum performance may not be achieved, if too much load is introduced the performance
may suffer as well. Thus we use small quantities of steady-state load in the form of a client script that
uses a continual loop to launch one request, wait for the response, and then sleep 0.05 seconds. With
one client script there is at most a single request in the system. We then introduce load gradually by
launching one client script every five seconds; four scripts are launched on each of 35 client machines. A
full throughput test thus takes 700 seconds.
Resources: For these experiments we used a 55-node cluster at the Ecole Normale Supérieure in
Lyon, France. Each node provided dual AMD Opteron 246 processors at 2 GHz, a cache size of 1024 KB,
and 2 GB of memory. All nodes are connected by both a Gb ethernet and a 100 Mb/s ethernet; unless
otherwise noted all communicates were sent over the Gigbit network. As measured with the Network
Weather Service [27], available bandwidth on this network is 909.5 Mb/s and latency is 0.08 msec.
Model parameterization: To collect the values needed to calculate MSPA and MAPA, we measure
the performance for a benchmark task (Xser) using a small hierarchy of one agent and one server. We
assume that the maximum throughput of an agent or a server can be calculated as the inverse of the
time required by that element to treat a single request. Thus we measured the time required to treat a
request at the server level and at the agent level. At the agent-level the processing time depends on the
number of children attached to the agent so we collected benchmarks for a variety of sizes of star-based
hierarchies. We then used a linear fit of the results to generate a simple model for agent-level throughput
as a function of number of children. To measure data transfer within the hierarchy, we used tcpdump to
monitor all data transferred between elements and ethereal to analyze the data. With these benchmarks
we obtained predictions of all the variables that were not known such as W Xseri ,W
in
i andW
out
i .
The benefit of this estimation approach is that measurements of the time required to treat a request
are fairly easy to collect and each benchmark can be run in a few minutes with only a single client script.
However, this approach assumes that there is no overhead to running requests in parallel and that all
resources can be perfectly shared. Estimates generated in this fashion will therefore tend to overestimate
the throughput of servers and agents.
6.2 Performance model validation
The usefulness of our deployment approach depends heavily on the ability to predict the maximum
steady-state throughput of each element in a deployment. This section presents experiments designed to
answer this question.
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Figure 3: Star hierarchies with one or two servers for dgemm 150x150 requests. (a) Real-world platform
throughput for different load levels. (b) Comparison of predicted and actual maximum throughput.
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The first test, shown in Figure 3, uses a workload of dgemm150x150 to compare the performance
of two hierarchies: an agent with one server versus an agent with two servers. For this scenario, the
model predicts that both hierarchies are limited by server performance and that, therefore, performance
will roughly double with the addition of the second server. These predictions are accurate: the model
correctly predicts the absolute performance of these deployments and also predicts that the two-server
deployment will be the better choice.
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Figure 4: Star hierarchies with one or two servers for dgemm 10x10 requests. (a) Throughput at different
load levels. (b) Comparison of predicted and actual maximum throughput.
Figure 4 uses a workload of dgemm10x10 to compare the performance of the same one and two server
hierarchies. The model correctly predicts that both deployments are limited by agent performance and
that the addition of the second server will in fact hurt performance. The error in the magnitude of
the performance prediction is about 20-30%. Agent throughput is predicted based on easy-to-collect
measurements of time spent by requests at the agent-level; We believe that the error in these predictions
arises from the fact that some overhead is introduced by trying to run so many requests in parallel on the
agent machine. Our model also over-estimates the negative effect of adding servers on agent performance.
Thus, for small numbers of children-per-agent the model over-estimates agent performance and for large
numbers of children the model under-estimates performance.
Figure 5 compares performance using a Gb/s network versus a 100 Mb/s network; two-server hier-
archies are used in both cases with a workload of dgemm10x10. The model correctly predicts that the
network is not the limiting factor on steady-state performance. Given the message sizes transferred by
DIET and the networks available to us for these experiments, we were not able to test a configuration
where the network performance was the limiting factor. In future work we plan to test the network
model more thoroughly.
In summary, our deployment performance model is able to accurately predict server throughput
and can predict the impact of adding servers to a server-limited or agent-limited deployment. Some
readers may wonder at this point if we use the results of this section to improve the model so that our
deployment construction phase can be more effective. One of the goals of this work is that our approach
could be applied to optimize the deployment of other hierarchical systems. The model parameterization
described in Section 6.1 is straightforward and can be done rapidly for other systems; the tests described
in this section are more difficult to design and run. Thus, we do not modify the model to provide an
accurate example of the results one could obtain in applying this approach to other systems. The best
deployment algorithm accuracy could be obtained by adjusting our model parameterization to account
for the results of this section. However, adding this adjustment phase to model parameterization greatly
complicates the parameterization phase and we prefer to maintain an approach that could be applied
rapidly to other software and resource environments. Thus, for the following section we maintain the
easy-to-obtain original model parameterization.
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Figure 5: Star hierarchies with two servers using a Gb/s or a 100 Mb/s network. Workload was dgemm
10x10. (a) Throughput at different load levels. (b) Comparison of predicted and actual maximum
throughput.
6.3 Deployment selection validation
In this section we test the ability of the deployment algorithm to select an appropriate arrangement of
agents and servers for deployment. We were not able to find alternative deployment algorithms that could
be applied to our scenario as a comparison; in our experience, given the lack of automatic tools users
typically define deployments by hand using intuition about the scenario. Thus we compare the model-
defined deployment against several alternatives that, in our experience, would be reasonable intuitive
choices with users.
We wish to find the best deployment on our 50-machine cluster for a workload of dgemm150x150.
Our deployment algorithm predicts that the best deployment uses a top-level agent and two middle-level
agents where each middle-level agent can support 7 servers. This deployment thus contains 14 servers
and 17 machines in total. To check whether the algorithm selected the correct number of servers, Figure 6
compares this Automatic deployment against deployments with the same two-level hierarchy of agents
but with different numbers of servers. The Larger deployment contains twice as many servers (14 on
each middle-level agent so 28 in total) while the Smaller deployment contains roughly half as many
servers (4 on each middle-level agent so 8 in total). The Automatic deployment provides a significantly
higher maximum throughput than the others.
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Figure 6: Comparison of automatically-generated hierarchy with hierarchies containing twice as many
and half as many servers.
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Although it is important that the deployment approach can select an appropriate number of resources,
it is also important that it select an appropriate hierarchy. We therefore design two alternative deploy-
ments that we have found to be typical hierarchical styles for users. To remove the effect of the number
of servers, we use exactly 14 servers, the number chosen by our approach, for these deployments. The
Star deployment uses 14 servers attached directly to the top-level agent. The Balanced tries to balance
work amongst the agents by using the same branching factor at all levels of the hierarchy; for 14 servers
the most balanced hierarchy uses a top-level agent with 4 middle-level agents and 3 or 4 servers attached
to each mid-level agent. Figure 7 shows these three platforms.
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Figure 7: Types of platforms compared
Figure 8 compares the performance achieved by these three deployments. The Automatic approach
performs the best and provides a significant advantage over the Star topology. However, the Balanced
approach performs almost as well as the Automatic approach. This result is not surprising: the two
hierarchies are in fact fairly similar in structure.
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Figure 8: Comparison of automatically-generated hierarchy with intuitive alternative hierarchies.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented an approach for determining an appropriate hierarchical middleware deployment
for a homogeneous resource platform of a given size. The approach determines how many nodes should
be used and in what hierarchical organization; the goal is to maximize steady-state throughput. The
model provides an optimal real-valued solution without resource constraints; we then apply round-up or
round-down to obtain integer factors for the hierarchy definition. We also provide algorithms to modify
the obtained hierarchy to limit the number of resources used to the number available. We instantiate the
model for the hierarchical scheduling system used in the DIET Network Enabled Server environment. Our
experiments validated the throughput performance model used for servers and agents and demonstrated
that the automatic deployments performed well as compared to other intuitive deployments.
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This article provides only the first step for automatic middleware deployment planning. We plan to
test our approach with experiments on large clusters using bigger (and a variety of) problem sizes. While
our current approach depends on a predicted workload, it will be interesting to develop re-deployment
approaches that can dynamically adapt the deployment to workload levels after the initial deployment.
We also plan to extend the model to consider heterogeneous computation abilities for agents and test our
approach on heterogeneous clusters. Our final goal is to develop deployment planning and re-deployment
algorithms for middleware on heterogeneous clusters and Grids.
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